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PCA3 Testing for the Diagnosis and Management of Prostate Cancer

Executive Summary

Background

Cancer of the prostate is the second most common cancer and the second leading cause of cancer deaths in men in the United States. Most patients have slow-growing tumors, and may live for years with no or minimal effects, ultimately dying of other causes. The lifetime risk of being diagnosed with prostate cancer is 16 percent, but lifetime risk of dying from the disease is only 3 percent. However, some patients have aggressive tumors that spread beyond the prostate, resulting in significant morbidity and death. A challenge in managing clinically localized disease is distinguishing between men who have aggressive disease and need immediate therapy, and those who have less aggressive disease that can be safely managed by active surveillance.

Production of serum total prostate specific antigen (tPSA) was found to be increased in men with prostate cancer as many as 5 to 10 years prior to symptoms of clinical disease. The rationale for initiating prostate cancer screening using tPSA was to reduce the prevalence of advanced prostate cancer and prostate cancer-related mortality through early detection, and improve quality of life. Prostate cancer mortality has decreased, but at what cost in overdiagnosis and potential harms related to treatment?

Also, issues such as who to test, when to test and retest, and the most effective clinical tPSA threshold continue to be debated. A recent U.S. Preventive Services...
Task Force recommendation concluded that the potential benefits do not outweigh the harms. However, the balance of benefits and harms of tPSA screening remains controversial.

In 1999, researchers reported that the prostate cancer antigen 3 gene (PCA3; also known as DD3), was highly overexpressed in prostate cancer relative to normal prostate or benign prostatic hyperplasia tissue. Subsequently, PCA3 tests on messenger RNA from urine were developed. Two proposed intended uses of PCA3 and comparator tests were to inform decisionmaking about initial or repeat biopsy of men with elevated tPSA and/or other risk factors. The third was to inform decisions about management and treatment (e.g., active surveillance, prostatectomy, radiotherapy) by classifying disease in men with positive biopsies as insignificant or aggressive.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved a PCA3 assay for use in men 50 years of age or older who have had one or more previous negative biopsies, but did not have a finding of atypical small acinar proliferation in the most recent biopsy. The intended use of the test is to inform decisionmaking about repeat biopsy.

**Scope and Key Questions**

Biomarker comparators for detection of prostate cancer at biopsy considered in this review are tPSA, specific isoforms of tPSA, and validated risk-assessment calculators or nomograms.

- Serum tPSA is widely available as a screening and monitoring test using set (e.g., 2.5 or 4 ng/mL) or age-specific cutoffs.
- One tPSA isoform is free PSA, reported as a ratio of free to total PSA or percent free PSA (%fPSA). Low levels (less than 25 percent) are associated with cancer and high levels with benign disease. Percent fPSA may be useful in decisionmaking about biopsy, particularly for men whose tPSA levels are in the “grey zone” (2.5 to 10 ng/mL).
- A second isoform is PSA bound to serum antiproteases, or complexed PSA (cPSA). Data are limited but performance may be similar to %fPSA.
- PSA density is the ratio of tPSA concentration to prostate volume. Addition to tPSA may improve the prediction of positive biopsy or insignificant cancer, but this has not been confirmed.
- PSA velocity and doubling time are measures of longitudinal increases in tPSA. Utility of PSA velocity for predicting positive biopsy or insignificant cancer is not clear. PSA doubling time has value for monitoring patients with advanced or recurrent cancer.
- Externally validated nomograms are risk assessment tools that combine multiple clinical and laboratory risk factors to inform clinical decisionmaking about biopsy, risk classification, and/or treatment options. Despite variability and lack of validation in some cases, such tools may provide better information than use of individual markers.

For risk classification, PCA3 comparators in a prognostic workup include Gleason score, prostate volume, risk factors, biochemical markers, and clinical/pathological staging.

The Key Questions (KQs) relate to the three proposed scenarios described above:

**KQ1:** In patients with elevated PSA and/or an abnormal digital rectal examination who are candidates for initial prostate biopsy, what is the comparative effectiveness of PCA3 testing as a replacement for, or supplement to, standard tests, including diagnostic accuracy (clinical validity) for prostate cancer, intermediate outcomes (e.g., improved decision making about biopsy), and long-term health outcomes (clinical utility), including mortality/morbidity, quality of life, and potential harms?

**KQ 2:** In patients with elevated PSA and/or an abnormal digital rectal examination who are candidates for repeat prostate biopsy, what is the comparative effectiveness of PCA3 testing as a replacement for, or supplement to, standard tests, including diagnostic accuracy (clinical validity) for prostate cancer, intermediate outcomes (e.g., improved decision making about biopsy), and long-term health outcomes (clinical utility), including mortality/morbidity, quality of life, and potential harms?

**KQ 3:** In patients with a positive biopsy for prostate cancer who are being evaluated to distinguish between insignificant/indolent and aggressive disease, what is the effectiveness of using PCA3 testing alone, or in combination with the standard prognostic workup (e.g., tumor volume, Gleason score, clinical staging) or monitoring tests (e.g., PSA, PSA velocity), with regard to diagnostic accuracy (clinical validity) for aggressive (high-risk) prostate cancer, intermediate outcomes (e.g., improved decisionmaking about biopsy), and long-term health outcomes (clinical utility), including mortality/morbidity, quality of life, and potential harms?

Corresponding analytic frameworks are presented in the full report.
**Methods**

**Literature Search Strategy**

We searched PubMed®, Embase®, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials for the timeframe January 1, 1990 to August 15, 2011; updated searches were performed for the timeframe ending May 15, 2012. The grey literature searches included regulatory information, clinical trial registries, conference papers, and selected Web sites. We included studies that were in English, reported primary data, addressed KQs, and fulfilled the criteria for: (1) study design (matched studies in the same clinical setting in which PCA3 and comparators were assessed in all men in a study population); (2) study subjects/populations (at-risk men or men with a positive biopsy); (3) study interventions (biomarker testing, biopsy, risk classification); (4) study comparators; and (5) intermediate (diagnostic accuracy, impact on decisionmaking, harms) and long-term (e.g., mortality, morbidity, function, quality of life, harms) outcomes.

For title/abstract and full-article review, one reviewer read and determined eligibility and a second reviewer audited a subset of abstracts (and all marked uncertain) and all full articles; discrepancies were resolved by discussion or a third reviewer when needed. Data were extracted by a single reviewer, and then fully audited by a second senior reviewer. Disagreements were resolved through review team discussion.

**Quality Assessment of Individual Studies and Strength of Evidence**

In adherence with the Methods Guide, grading the methodological quality of individual comparative studies was performed based on study design-specific criteria. The quality of diagnostic accuracy studies was assessed using the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS) tool. The QUADAS ratings were summarized into general quality classes of good, fair, and poor. The strength of evidence for outcomes was evaluated using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system. GRADE addresses four domains of evidence (risk of bias, consistency, directness, and precision), and rates each body of evidence as High, Moderate, Low, or Insufficient. In all cases, two independent reviewers assessed the quality of individual studies and the strength of evidence. Discordant decisions were resolved through discussion or third-party adjudication.

**Data Synthesis**

For KQ 1 and KQ 2, PCA3 scores were evaluated against all comparators for which published data were available. Analyses included clinical sensitivity, clinical specificity (or the false positive rate equal to 1-specificity), and positive and negative predictive values. When data were available, the following analyses were performed for PCA3 and one or more comparators:

- Differences in area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC), including direction and magnitude of differences.
- Reported medians and standard deviations in positive and negative biopsy populations (reported as z scores), including direction and strength of effect.
- Performance at a PCA3 cutoff score of 35 (sensitivity and specificity).
- Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves (sensitivity and specificity), to evaluate fixed specificities and compare corresponding sensitivities.
- Regression analysis using regression coefficients and associated relative odds ratios.

Based on the limited number of studies identified that address KQ 3, we anticipated focusing on a qualitative analysis (e.g., descriptive narrative, summary tables, identification of themes in content).

**Applicability**

Applicability of the results presented in this review was assessed in a systematic manner using the PICOTS framework (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome, Timing, Setting).

**Results**

Detailed description of analyses with tables and figures are included in the full report.

**Results of Literature Searches**

Our inclusion criteria restricted the analyses to matched studies that provide data on PCA3 and at least one other comparator in the same patient population. Population

---

*Area under the curve (AUC) is a common metric that measures the accuracy of diagnostic tests, that is the ability of the tests to discriminate those who have (or will develop) the outcome of interest from those who do not have (or will not develop) the outcome. An AUC of 1.0 indicates a perfect test, and an AUC of 0.5 indicates a worthless test.*
matching was preserved by computing differences between PCA3 test results and comparator test results within each study, and comparing these differences across studies. Searches identified 1,556 citations, of which 220 underwent full text review and 42 were included. Grey literature search identified 1 additional study for a total of 43.

Potential Biases in Included Studies

Subjects in the included studies were drawn from academic medical centers where patients with elevated tPSA results and/or other risk factors were seeking referral or specialty care. Observational studies of such opportunistic cohorts are subject to specific biases.

- **Verification bias**: Men are most often offered prostate biopsy based on the extent of tPSA elevation. Higher tPSA levels indicate higher likelihood of prostate cancer, and men are more likely to undergo prostate biopsy if tPSA is high (e.g., 10-20 ng/mL) rather than closer to cutoffs (e.g., 3-4 ng/mL). Estimates of sensitivity and specificity at select tPSA cutoffs will be impacted in studies in which biopsy decisions are tPSA-related. If those not accepting biopsy are considered missing, this is considered “partial verification” bias.

- **Spectrum bias**: Convenience samples can also predispose to spectrum effects, as they may represent men at higher risk of prostate cancer than the total cohort of screened men. Of more concern is that the range of severity of disease predicted by PCA3 and comparators could be different, for example, if men positive on one test were found to have different characteristics or severity of disease than those positive on another test.

- **Sampling bias**: A subset of studies restricted enrollment to tPSA results in the “grey zone” (e.g., 2.5 ng/mL to < 10 ng/mL). The effect was to reduce both the prevalence of disease in the study group and tPSA test performance, as those men with higher tPSA levels (where tPSA is most predictive) are not enrolled in the study. This bias cannot be avoided by statistical analysis, but was addressed by stratifying analyses and summarizing “grey zone” studies separately.

KQ 1: Initial Biopsy

Two matched studies reported results in populations where all men were having initial biopsies. Both reported comparisons of PCA3 with tPSA and %fPSA; one also reported on PSA density. All studies were graded as poor, and strength of evidence was rated insufficient because there were too few data for reliable interpretation. No studies addressed other comparators or outcomes; all other comparisons were graded insufficient.

KQ 2: Repeat Biopsy

Seven matched studies addressed diagnostic accuracy for KQ 2, reporting results in populations where all men were having a repeat biopsy. Five studies reported on PCA3 and tPSA, four on %tPSA, one on PSA velocity, and two on externally validated nomograms. However, the numbers of comparisons possible for each of these matched analyses remained small. For example, one of three tPSA studies providing AUC data restricted recruitment to men with tPSA levels in the “grey zone.” No studies addressed other comparators or outcomes. Strength of evidence was insufficient for all comparisons.

KQ 1 and 2: Initial and Repeat Biopsies

In addition to the 9 studies described above, another 15 studies provided matched PCA3 and tPSA data and reported the proportion of men having initial and repeat biopsies. Given inadequate strength of evidence for analyses focused on men with initial or repeat biopsy only, we examined all studies to determine suitability for a combined analysis (Table A). Using the most commonly reported comparator and analysis (tPSA and AUC), we performed a regression analysis of AUC difference (PCA3 – tPSA) versus the proportion of study subjects on whom prostate biopsy. Based on linear regression, the slope was not significant (p=0.97), indicating no significant relationship between biopsy status and AUC difference for PCA3 versus tPSA elevations. Three of the 15 studies also reported AUCs stratified by initial and repeat biopsy status that could replace the composite AUCs; analysis with these data showed that the slope was again not significant (p=0.81).

Fourteen studies also provided ROC curves for both PCA3 and tPSA. Regression analysis of (PCA3 – tPSA) sensitivities at a specificity of 50 percent versus biopsy status again showed little or no association between biopsy history and relative performance of PCA3 and tPSA (p=0.79). No similar analyses can be made for any other comparator for diagnostic accuracy. This was considered sufficient to proceed with a combined analysis for KQ 1/KQ 2, without the biopsy history restriction. The same regression analysis conducted in different datasets (e.g., including/ excluding “grey zone” studies, stratified by assay type) consistently found no significant slope. In
addition, very similar median AUC differences (PCA3 – tPSA) were found for studies enrolling all men having initial biopsy and studies enrolling all men having repeat biopsy.

**Total PSA (tPSA) Elevations, PCA3 Score, and Diagnostic Accuracy for Combined KQ 1/ KQ 2 Analysis**

Subsets of 20 studies provided sufficient data to compare the diagnostic accuracy of PCA3 with tPSA elevations, using the five described analyses (Table A). We identified two important biases: verification bias and sampling bias. Verification bias occurred for the comparator tPSA (and related measures), as the extent of those elevations was often the basis for deciding on biopsy. Modeling was used to account for the potential impact of verification bias. A sampling bias occurred for the comparator tPSA (and related measures) when some studies only enrolled men with tPSA elevations in the “grey zone” (e.g., upper limit of 10 ng/mL). This results in diminished test performance for tPSA, as it is most predictive of a positive biopsy when very elevated. This bias was accounted for by stratification.

Figure A shows the consensus observed ROC curves for PCA3 and tPSA using data from the 13 studies with suitable analyses. Based on other internal analyses and modeling, it was possible to generate smooth overlapping logarithmic Gaussian curves that fitted these observed data well. Table B shows select data from this modeling that compares the ability of PCA3 and tPSA to identify prostate cancer among men at increased risk. The first row of Table B shows that at a set false-positive rate of 80 percent (specificity of 20 percent), the corresponding sensitivity for PCA3 scores is 95.8 percent. This is 5.1 percentage points higher than the 90.7 percent sensitivity for tPSA measurements. The table then compares sensitivities of the two markers at lower false positive rates. The bottom of Table B displays differences in the false positive rates for selected sensitivities. This is just another way to view the data from the fitted ROC curves.

Both Figure A and Table B indicate that PCA3 is associated with higher sensitivity at any given specificity than tPSA elevations, and higher specificity at any given sensitivity. This combined approach made it possible to reliably compare PCA3 and tPSA measurements for diagnostic accuracy. Quality of all individual studies was poor. The strength of evidence was considered low.

**Key Findings and Strength of Evidence**

Strength of evidence was insufficient for KQ 3 and for all comparators and outcomes for KQ 1 and KQ 2 except the comparison of PCA3 and tPSA for the outcome of diagnostic accuracy (Figure A, Table A, Table B). Among men at risk, PCA3 was more discriminatory for detecting prostate cancer at biopsy than tPSA elevations. The finding that the relative performance of PCA3 versus tPSA elevations does not appear to be dependent on biopsy history is a new observation that could impact future studies. The quality of all studies was poor. The strength of evidence was considered low.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparators</th>
<th>tPSA&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>%fPSA&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>PSAD&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>EVN&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Multivariate Models Including tPSA&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>cPSA&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>tPSA DT and tPSA Velocity&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRADE: Risk of Bias</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADE: Consistency</td>
<td>Consistent, with 24 studies</td>
<td>Inconsistent&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, with 7 studies</td>
<td>Unknown&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, with 3 studies</td>
<td>Unknown&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, with 4 studies</td>
<td>Unknown&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, with 3 studies</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADE: Directness</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADE: Precision</td>
<td>Precise</td>
<td>Imprecise</td>
<td>Imprecise</td>
<td>Imprecise</td>
<td>Imprecise</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADE: Dose-Response Relationship</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADE: Strength of Association</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strength of Evidence (GRADE)<sup>c</sup> Low Insufficient Insufficient Insufficient Insufficient Insufficient Insufficient Insufficient Insufficient

*KQ 1 and KQ 2*

Area Under the Curve

| Reported Mean/SD                  | n=20<sup>22,24,28,31-40,42-45</sup> | n=5<sup>23,25-27,32</sup> | n=3<sup>22,28,36</sup> | n=3<sup>34,30,37</sup> | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| Performance at a PCA3 cutoff of 35 | n=8<sup>21,24,26,32,33-37,43</sup> | n=4<sup>22,26,32,37</sup> | n=2<sup>22,36</sup> | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| ROC Curves–Sensitivity/Specificity | n=9<sup>21,25,28,31-34,36,41</sup> | n=1<sup>22</sup> | n=2<sup>2,33</sup> | n=1<sup>27</sup> | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| Regression Analysis               | n=14<sup>22,24,25,28,31,32,34,36,37,38,40</sup> | n=4<sup>23,25,27,28,32</sup> | n=3<sup>32,28,36</sup> | n=2<sup>36,37</sup> | 0 | 0 | 0 |

%fPSA = percent free PSA; cPSA = complexed PSA; EVN = externally validated nomograms; tPSA = total prostate specific antigen; PSAD = PSA density; PSAV = tPSA velocity or doubling time; ROC = receiver operating characteristic; SD = standard deviation; tPSA = total prostate specific antigen

<sup>a</sup>Corresponds to KQ 1 and KQ 2.

<sup>b</sup>Consistency could not be assessed due to insufficient data from comparable studies, or because studies did not report results in a consistent manner.

<sup>c</sup>GRADE assessment of strength of evidence for each outcome for each comparator is based on assessment of the evidence for four domains: risk of bias; consistency of effect size/direction, directness of the evidence-health outcome link; and precision (degree of certainty) of effect estimates (e.g., estimates of sensitivity, AUC differences). Based on the domains, GRADE strength of evidence categories are Insufficient, Low, Moderate and High.
Table B. Comparison of PCA3 and tPSA measurements to identify men with prostate cancer, holding constant either the false-positive rate (1-specificity) or sensitivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part 1: False-positive rate (FPR) held constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FPR (1-specificity) %</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part 2: Sensitivity held constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensitivity %</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DR = proportion of biopsy positive men with a PCA3 score or tPSA elevation at or above the cutoff level; FPR = proportion of biopsy negative men with a PCA3 score or tPSA elevation at or above the cutoff level; tPSA = total prostate specific antigen

Discussion

An important consideration in this conclusion was the potential for spectrum bias, and the associated indirectness of evidence for identifying positive biopsy status. We made the underlying assumption that not all positive biopsies are equal. For example, identifying a positive biopsy associated with a high Gleason score or specific pathological findings may be considered to be clinically more valuable than one with only a low Gleason score. None of the included studies provided a two-way cross tabulation of PCA3 and tPSA positive and negative test results among biopsy positive patients. Of most interest would be the clinical finding for the cases in the off-diagonal (when one test is positive and the other negative).

For KQ 3, the literature review revealed few relevant matched studies and a lack of clinical followup after patients were placed into risk categories defined by the results of PCA3 and other biomarker and pathological tests. In 11 of 13 studies, a reference clinical endpoint (or validated surrogate) was lacking. The quality of all individual studies was poor and strength of evidence was insufficient. It is likely that more time will be needed for studies to assess the diagnostic accuracy of predicting long-term outcomes for patients based on categorization as having low-risk or high-risk disease.

Applicability

The populations studied in the included articles were largely drawn from academic medical centers where patients with elevated tPSA results and/or other risk factors (e.g., positive digital rectal examination, family history, race) often seek, or are referred for, specialty care. Performance of PCA3 and comparators in a broader range of health care settings may differ from that described in this review. It is not yet clear how PCA3, alone or in
combination with other biomarkers/risk factors would be integrated into diagnostic or management pathways. The level of acceptance by physicians (and consumers) may well be impacted by Food and Drug Administration approval of a test kit to inform decisions about repeat biopsy in men with a specific clinical history that includes previous negative biopsies. While there was evidence that PCA3 performed better than tPSA with regard to diagnostic accuracy as a secondary test for men with increased risk, it is important to note that neither PCA3 nor tPSA have high performance. A combination of biomarkers and other risk information may be needed to improve overall performance in predicting prostate cancer at biopsy, or informing treatment based on risk classification. The intermediate outcome of diagnostic accuracy is key, as improvement could directly impact the number of biopsies performed in men without prostate cancer and the number of men with prostate cancer who are missed. It is also important to understand other potential harms, as well as the impact of the information on decisionmaking. The effect of even a great test is limited if uptake is low. Longer-term outcomes are challenging, due to the difficulty of following patients and collecting the necessary information.

**Research Gaps**

With the exception of analyses that include PCA3 and tPSA for the intermediate outcome of diagnostic accuracy, evidence was insufficient to answer the KQs. These questions, therefore, articulate remaining gaps in evidence.

---

**Figure A. Observed consensus receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves for PCA3 scores and tPSA elevations**

![Figure A](image)

DR = proportion of biopsy positive men with a PCA3 or tPSA value above the cutoff level; FPR = false positive rate or 1-specificity (proportion of biopsy negative men with a PCA3 or tPSA value above the cutoff level); PCA3 = prostate cancer antigen 3 gene; tPSA = total prostate specific antigen

Note: The open circles (solid line) indicate the consensus observed performance of PCA3 scores, while the filled circles (solid line) indicated the matched consensus observed tPSA performance. The dashed line indicated where the sensitivity equals 1-specificity, indicating a test with no predictive ability. For each study, the sensitivities of PCA3 and tPSA at preselected false positive (1-specificity) rates (x-axis) were estimated from the published ROC curves; median consensus sensitivities were derived for each (1-specificity) rate (y-axis).
Other gaps in knowledge include:

• How much improvement in diagnostic accuracy is needed for any new test to impact biopsy decisionmaking?
• What is the potential of adding PCA3 alone or with other biomarkers to change decisionmaking in practice?
• How does PCA3 compare with the two more frequently used add-on tests (free PSA, PSA velocity) that have appeared in guidance documents?
• Matched studies not derived from “convenience” populations (e.g., biopsy referral centers), and more data on how key demographic factors (family history, race) impact on the performance of PCA3 and comparators.
• Outcome studies to determine how well PCA3 and other comparators used to categorize risk as insignificant/indolent or aggressive to predict the behavior of tumors over time.
• A range of methodological and statistical questions relating to modeling, assessing impact of verification bias, identifying most effective cutoffs for tests based on ROC analysis, and designs for future studies.

Conclusions

For diagnostic accuracy, there was a low strength of evidence that PCA3 had better diagnostic accuracy than tPSA elevations, but insufficient evidence that this led to improved intermediate or long-term health outcomes. In men at risk for prostate cancer based on elevated serum tPSA levels and/or suspicious digital rectal exam or other risk factor (e.g., family history), PCA3 was found to be more discriminatory for predicting prostate cancer at biopsy than tPSA elevations (i.e., at any sensitivity, the specificity is higher, or at any specificity, the sensitivity is higher). The finding that the relative performance of PCA3 versus tPSA elevations is not dependent on biopsy history (i.e., initial biopsy or repeat biopsy after one or more negative biopsies) is a new observation that allowed more studies on KQ 1 and KQ 2 to be combined for analyses. Strength of evidence was insufficient for all other comparators and all other outcomes of interest in KQ 1 and KQ 2.

Eleven of 13 studies addressing KQ 3 lacked a defined reference clinical endpoint (or validated surrogate), and the other two addressed different outcomes. Strength of evidence was Insufficient. There was insufficient evidence for all other comparators and for all other outcomes of interest in KQ 3. With one exception, these three questions continue to identify important gaps in knowledge, with other gaps identified in the review. Current uncertainty about the utility of tPSA screening for prostate cancer makes understanding followup tests (e.g., PCA3, other biomarkers, and algorithms) for assessing risk prior to biopsy and/or treatment particularly important.
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